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Abstract
The design and optimization of nanostructure-based surface acoustic wave (SAW) gas sensor is analyzed
based on TiO2 sensing layer and modified electrode dimensions. The sensitivity of the gas sensor depends
upon the type of sensing layer used and active surface area obtained by varying the aspect ratio. The
performance of the sensor is observed from 0.1ppm to 100ppm concentration of hydrogen gas with respect
to output displacement. The displacement of the sensor increases with the increase in concentration. The
characteristic of the sensor is also studied by varying input and output inters digited transducers’ (IDT)
height from 0.05µm to 0.5µm. The nanostructured TiO2 based sensor has shown increased total displacement
and frequency shift of the device resulting enhanced sensitivity. At 0.05 µm IDT height the displacement is
found to be a maximum. The operating frequency is considered to be 44 Mhz. Finite Element Modeling
(FEM) is used for analysis of the sensor. Simulation is done in software named COMSOL Multiphysics to
ensure the enhanced performance of the mechanically engineered surface-based (nanorod) SAW gas sensor.
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INTRODUCTION
Gas Sensors play a vital role in day to day
life specially in environmental monitoring, and
mining filed. Development in vehicular traffic and
high industrialization lead to production of many
gases [1]. The concentration of gases should lie
in perishable limits while in to the environment
or in the mining. So, it is necessary to detect
the gas even if the concentration of the gas is
very low. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) based gas
sensors have been widely used in different fields
(detection of physical, chemical and biological
chemical quantities) and will endure to be of
abundant significance in the anticipatable future.
* Corresponding Author Email: argha15@gmail.com

Besides, interesting sensing technique, the low
insertion loss and high sensitivity have made its
application more prominent in the field of sensor
technology. The sensing layer plays a major role in
the SAW sensor to enhance the sensitivity [2].
A few works have been reported so far based
on SAW technology. Shahrzad Arabshahi et al. [3]
have constructed a SAW based NO2 gas sensor to
sense 100ppm of gas with ZnO as sensing Layer
at room temperature. Sai Pavan Rajesh. Valluru
et al. [4] have figured a 3D model saw sensor
using Focused Inter Digital Transducer Design
which is reliable in operation and helps in energy
optimization. Sarkar et al. have [5] simulated a saw
based ethylene gas sensor for testing the maturity
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level of fruit using ZnO as sensing layer. S. Ippolito
et al. [6] have designed a layered SAW sensor which
will respond to ethylene gas vapours and humidity.
A. Sarkar et al. [7] have reported about the
responsivity optimization of methane gas sensor
using SAW technology. From the reported works
it is understood that the detection or sensing of
physical and chemical quantities using SAW based
devices are having potential applications. The
SAWs in consideration of gas sensor enhances the
sensing mechanism with higher sensitivity because
of the fundamental technique of interaction
between the acoustic propagation, which results
in the sensor response, comprises several linear
and non linear properties of the propagation
medium allied to elastic stiffness, mass density,
behaviour of piezoelectric materials, and electricdielectric properties. Moreover, SAWs are turned
out to be highly sensitive to surface perturbations
of the propagation medium because the acoustic
energy is constricted to a thin near-surface part of
the substrate.
Herein, a SAW-based H2 gas sensor is simulated
to monitor its performance. A sensing layer, an
IDT, and a piezoelectric substrate are the major
three constituents in a SAW sensor. The IDT
dimension is one of the important parameters
to determine the synchronous frequency of the
acoustic sensor. Different IDT dimensions are
considered to transform an electrical pulse into
an acoustic wave by engendering a mechanical
force via the piezoelectric effect [8-11] and thus to
compare the efficiency in terms of IDT dimensions.
TiO2 is considered as sensing layer and compared
their sensing performance by keeping the active
layer between the input IDT and the output IDT
to interact with target analytes. An investigation is
made by optimizing wave properties, importantly
frequency shift and the total displacement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The working of SAW based gas sensor relay
on propagation of surface acoustic wave. The
propagation of surface wave in turn depends
on nature off sensing layer and properties
piezoelectric substrate. The SAW based gas sensor
uses a piezoelectric substrate upon which a sensing
layer is placed. The sensing layer contains input
and output IDT [12-17]. The input and output IDTs
are enabled with alternating potentials. When a
sinusoidal signal is applied to the input IDT, the
alternating potential at the IDT develops stress
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on the piezoelectric substrate which results in
production of surface acoustic wave [8]. This
surface acoustic wave propagates over the surface
of the sensing layer and gets altered by the nature
of sensing layer. The arrival of the acoustic at the
output IDT gets altered by the alternating potential
of IDT and gets converted to electric potential.
Ultimately, the input IDT converts electrical signal
into a surface acoustic wave signal and output IDT
converts surface acoustic wave into an electrical
signal [18-19]. The surface acoustic wave is
defined by its velocity of propagation which results
in change in frequency and its amplitude which
results in change of displacement. The generated
SAW propagates over the surface of sensing layer
and gets altered by the nature of sensing layer and
by the type of gas deposited. It causes a change
in frequency and displacement of the saw wave
[20-23].
The sensor mainly contains a piezoelectric
substrate over which the sensing layer is placed;
this sensing layer is wrapped with input and output
IDTs. The piezoelectric substrate possesses the
piezoelectric property which converts mechanical
energy into electrical energy and electrical
energy into mechanical energy [9]. Among many
piezoelectric materials available the most suited
for this application is lithium niobate (LiNbO3)
which is having highest electromechanical
coupling coefficient and it may optimize the
sensor performance [24-26]. The piezoelectric,
elastic constants and permeability constants are
expressed in the equation 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
The corresponding valves of constants are shown
in valves shown in Table1.
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Table 1. Piezoelectric material constants.
Table 1. Piezoelectric material constants.
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electric
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e33
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ρ
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ρ
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2.02×1011N/m3
2.02×1011N/m3
0.573
0.573
0.752
0.752
0.085
piezoelectric
substrate of 260µm length and
0.085
2.424
2.424
100 µm height
which is constructed with lithium
0.595 Over this a sensing layer is
0.595
niobate (LiNbO3).
C/
3.73.7
C/260µm
m3m3 length and 20µm height.
placed with
2.52.5
Here, a material
0.23used for sensing layer is TiO2. The
0.23
performance
of the sensor varies with the type
1.33
1.33
of sensing layer
85.2used. The input and output IDT’s
85.2
28.7with 20µm of width and 200nm
are constructed
28.7
47000kg/m3
47000kg/m3
of height. The spacing between the IDT’s is 3µm.

The material used for IDT’s is aluminium. The
space between input and output IDT is called pitch
T T= =cScS− −
eEeE

[4]
which is in the order of 20µm. Besides
[4][4] the IDT’s air
reflectors are constructed with 5 µm width and 10
d d= =eSeS+ +
EE

[5]
µm height to reflect the air. The [5]
spacing
between
[5]
the air reflectors is 2µm [12]. The designed sensor
aboveequation
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electric
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Fig.1.
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expressed
‘E’ is the and
electric
filed,
is strain vector,
electric displacement
matrix
' ' is‘S’piezoelectric
matrix. ‘e’
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expressed
This sensor
designed
and simulated in
as
equation
6.
as equationdielectric
6.
,’d’ is electric displacement and matrix ‘
COMSOL Multiphysics using solid mechanics and
ε ’ is piezoelectric matrix. The resonant frequency
electrostatics. The sensing layer properties like
of the sensor is expressed as equation 6.
poisons ratio, relative permittivity and Young’s
modulus are defined using parameters menu. In

[6]
F =V /λ
solid mechanics the properties of piezoelectric
material are defined. Charge conversion over the
Where V is acoustic wave velocity and λ is
surface of the sensor is defined in electrostatics.
wavelength of propagating wave [25].
The input and output IDT’s are applied
Cylindrical CNTFET with constant thickness
with floating potential and ground potential
1.5 nm and (at temperature 300 k) the distinct
alternatively. The air reflectors are filled with
dielectric materials like teflon (2.1), silicon nitride
air. The periodic condition and fixed constraints
(7), hafnium dioxide (15), zirconium dioxide
defines the boundaries of the sensor. The
(25), titanium dioxide (35) are considered and
performance of the sensor is studied using Eigen
the brunt of these changes are studied for
frequency and electric potential on the surface of
various specifications like drain induced barrier
the sensor. Fig. 2 shows the front view of sensor
lowering (DIBL), transconductance (gm), output
with coarse mesh analysis [12].
Conductance (gd), voltage gain (Av), subthreshold
swing (SS).
RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
The sensor is designed and simulated using
The analysis of sensor is done using FEM using
COMSOL Multiphysics. The sensor is designed
frequency dependent study. The displacement of
in 2 dimensional planes. The sensor uses a
Int. J. Nano Dimens., 12 (2): 83-89, Winter 2021
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Fig. 1. The structure
designed SAW
SAW sensor.
Fig.
structure of designed
sensor.

Fig. 2. Meshing view of constructed SAW sensor.

Fig. 2. Meshing view of constructed SAW sensor.
the sensor with respect to the change in frequency
is studied. The performance of the sensor
is evaluated by varying the concentration of
hydrogen gas from 0.1ppm to 100ppm. Hydrogen
is a gas which becomes reducing agent when mixed
with non-metals and becomes oxidizing agent
when mixed with metals. When the hydrogen gas
gets imposed on the sensing layer the conductivity
of the sensing layer varies which in turn changes
the properties of the surface acoustic wave
propagating on the surface of the sensor.
The performance of the sensor is observed
by varying the concentration from 0.1ppm to
100ppm. The displacement of the sensor is
increasing with increase in concentration. Using
TiO2 nanomaterial the performance of the sensor
is investigated with respect to the frequency. The
operating frequency of the sensor is found to be
44 MHz. By considering TiO2 as the sensing layer,
there exists an increment in the displacement of
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the sensor for the same concentrations. Fig. 3
shows the change in displacement using TiO2 for
when concentration is varied from 0.1 ppm to 100
ppm.
Fig. 4 shows the maximum displacement
provided by the TiO2 sensing layer when the
concentration is 100ppm. The performance of
sensor is also studied by varying IDT height from
0.05µm to 0.5µm for TiO2 as a sensing layer. It is
seen that, at the same IDT height and concentration
TiO2 nano material gives better displacement than
other sensing materials such as zinc oxide.
Fig. 5 shows the change in the displacement
of TiO2 sensing layer with change in IDT height
at 100ppm concentration. Apart from the effects
of concentration, it is investigated that change
in IDT height may result significantly in sensor
responses. Thus the response increased with
optimized IDT height. Fig. 6 shows the change in
displacement with concentration for different
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Fig. 3. Change in displacement of TiO2 sensing layer for varying concentration.
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Fig. 5. Variation of displacement with varying IDT heights (from 0.05µm to 0.5µm) at100ppm for TiO2.
Fig. 5. Variation of displacement with varying IDT heights (from 0.05µm to 0.5µm) at100ppm for TiO2.
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Fig. 7. Response time of the sensor.

Fig. 7. Response time of the sensor.
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Fig. 8. Response time verses IDT height.

IDT heights. It is very clear that the displacement
increases with increased target concentration as
per the proposition. So from the plot it is clear
that concentration plays major role in increment
and decrement of the displacement and thus
sensitivity. In the Fig. 5, red colour denotes the
performance of TiO2 nanomaterial.
The response time of sensor is also a key
parameter to characterize the sensor. Response
time is the time taken by the sensor to reach the
final output stage from the present stage when
input is applied. Fig. 7 shows the response time
of the designed sensor. From the simulation it is
observed that the response time of the sensor
is varying with the IDT height. At IDT height of
0.05 µm the response time is same for both the
nanomaterials and it slightly varied at other IDT
heights. Fig.8 shows the change in response time
88
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Fig. 9. Loading and unloading of sensor.
Fig. 9. Loading and unloading of sensor.

with IDT height. Fast response – recovery time
is always appreciable for a sensor. An effective
sensor is said to have zero hysteresis error, which
indicates that the sensor output is same during
loading and unloading. Fig. 9 indicates the zero
hysteresis plot of designed sensor.
CONCLUSION
A nanostructured based SAW gas sensor is
designed to detect different concentrations of
hydrogen gas with high sensitivity. The sensor is
simulated for concentrations ranging from 0.1
ppm to 100 ppm with ZnO and TiO2 as sensing
layers. Performance of the sensor is also observed
for different IDT height for two nanomaterials.
In simulation study, it is seen that the sensing
performance of TiO2 based SAW sensor enhances
at same operating frequency of 44 MHz. The
Int. J. Nano Dimens., 12 (2): 83-89, Winter 2021
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sensor with IDT height 0.05 µm and TiO2 as a
sensing layer gives better results than other IDT
heights and sensing materials. The future work
includes introduction of an additional sensing
layer to increase the performance of the multi
layered sensor.
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